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Letter of Transmittal

31 March 2012
The Hon. Christopher P. Sinckler
Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs,
Government Headquarters
Bay Street

Dear Mr. Minister:
In accordance with Section 15 (1) of the Deposit insurance Act 2006-29, I have the
honour to submit to you the 2011 Annual Report of the Barbados Deposit Insurance
Corporation for the calendar year ending December 2011, a copy of the audited
Corporation’s Accounts as at December 2011, and a Statement of the Deposit Insurance
Fund as at December 2011, duly certified by its Auditors.

Yours sincerely

Winston LeRoy Inniss QC
Chairman
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MISSION & VISION OF THE BDIC
The mandate of the Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation is to:
• Provide deposit insurance and contribute to the stability of the financial system for the benefit of depositors while minimising its exposure to loss.

The goals of the Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation are to:
• To protect small depositors from the risk of loss within the banking system in
the event of institutional or systemic failure; and
• To contribute to ensuring the soundness and stability of the financial system
as the primary provider of deposit insurance within the country.
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DEPOSIT INSURANCE COVERAGE
What is covered?
Under the Barbadian deposit insurance system, depositors enjoy protection for their
deposits under the law. Depositors of the banking system are protected up to a maximum of $25,000, per depositor, per bank.

What is not covered?
In accordance with the Barbados Deposit Insurance Act, 2006-29, subsection 50(2),
deposit insurance coverage does not apply to foreign currency deposits, letters of credit,
standby letters of credit or instruments of a similar nature. Interbank deposits, and
deposits from affiliates are also not eligible for coverage under the Barbados Deposit
Insurance Corporation’s scheme.

ABBREVIATIONS
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation

BDIC

Barbados Deposit Insurance Fund

BDIF

Central Bank of Barbados

CBB

International Association of Deposit Insurers

IADI

Financial Sector Assessment Programme

FSAP
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FINANCIAL AND STATISTICAL SUMMARY
For the years ending December 31
Selected Items in $BDS unless otherwise stated
2011

2010

137,459

135,406

27,780,000

22,610,000

23,334

24,729

5,824,111

5,580,571

Premium Income

4,176,645

4,274,201

Interest Income on Investments

1,641,401

1,305,987

572,673

558,389

5,251,438

5,022,182

Commercial Banks (Part II Companies)

7

7

Domestic Trust and Finance Companies (Part III companies)

8

8

15

15

8,565.8

8,349.9

2.6

(2.5)

Selected Balance Sheet Items
Cash
Investments
Liabilities

Selected Income Statement Items
Gross Income

Operating Expenses
Net Income
Member Institutions (number)

Total number of institutions

Other information
Average insured deposits ($ millions)*
Growth rate of insured deposits (%)

Notes:
*

Total insured deposits are based on the average of the bank’s deposit liabilities over four (4) quarters in a given
year. The premia under the current ex-ante deposit insurance system are calculated based on deposit liabilities,
one year prior.
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Members of the Deposit
Insurance Fund
At December 2011, there were fifteen (15) members of the Fund. These consisted of seven
(7) commercial banks, and eight (8) deposit-taking non-bank institutions.

Commercial Banks
Barbados National Bank Inc.
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Butterfield Bank International (Barbados) Ltd.
CIBC FirstCaribbean International Bank (Barbados) Ltd.
RBC Royal Bank of Canada
RBTT Bank (Barbados) Ltd.
Citicorp Merchant Bank Ltd.

Other Deposit-Taking Institutions
CIBC FirstCaribbean International Trust and Merchant Bank (Barbados) Ltd
Consolidated Finance Co. Ltd.
Signia Financial Group Inc.
Globe Finance Inc.
BNB Finance & Trust Corporation
Capita Financial Services Inc.
Barbados Mortgage Finance Company Ltd.
Royal Fidelity Merchant Bank & Trust (Barbados) Limited
8
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This is the fifth annual report of the Barbados Deposit
Insurance Corporation. In 2011 efforts to build and maintain
a mechanism to execute the corporation’s objects and mandate
were sustained in the financial year 2011. Mindful of the
increasing importance and attention being placed on sound
governance standards and practices worldwide, the Board and
staff continued to ensure the strict adherence and compliance
to recognized best practices. The Board provided oversight and
full support to the management in the implementation of these
initiatives as well as a range of diverse activities.

Winston LeRoy Inniss, QC

Chairman’s
Message

During the year, the BDIC team embarked on a planning
exercise aimed at identifying key areas that will be instrumental
towards enhancing the Corporation’s operational efficiency.
Consequently, the level of the Corporation’s readiness emerged
as the main strategic focus over the short to medium term, since
most of the BDIC’s core activities were directly or indirectly
aligned to its ability to respond to market stress. In this regard,
we received professional guidance from our regional partners
the Jamaica Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Deposit
Insurance Corporation in Trinidad and Tobago. I therefore wish
to use this opportunity to thank both of these organisations for
their ongoing support.
In furtherance of the objects of the BDIC, the work
programme of the staff has been structured to achieve ultimate
convergence of our legislative authority and our mandate with
the policies, systems and processes. This coordinated approach
is designed to ensure prudent management and growth of the
Deposit Insurance Fund, the appropriate risk identification and
assessment, as well as the capacity to effect the prompt payout of
depositors should this become necessary.
In 2011, the BDIC expanded its dialogue with the various
stakeholders where the stability of entire financial system became
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the beneficiary of a strengthened partnership
between policymakers. Thus, there are plans
to enhance the level of collaboration even
further and the progress made to date has
aided with the development of other initiatives
geared towards the Corporation’s resolution
framework. Similarly, the Corporation’s
knowledge base and exposure continue to
expand through the partnership with other
deposit insurers, particularly through its active
involvement in the International Association of
Deposit Insurers and the Caribbean Regional
Committee of Deposit Insurers. Outreach at
this level has provided the opportunity for staff
to keep abreast of international best practices.
The medium-term outlook for the
country is seemingly tilted towards the positive
side and the policymembers’ environment will
continue to be more complex and increasingly
challenging for regulators. Such challenges
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occasioned by a weak economic environment,
new business development and product
offerings, are being driven by global and
regional competition, as well as technological
advancement. I am confident the Corporation
can deal with these challenges as they arise
because of the sound foundation that is being
laid.
Finally, let me thank my fellow Board
members, along with the management and staff
of the Corporation for their continued hard
work and dedication.

Winston LeRoy Inniss QC
Chairman
Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
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During 2011, proactive readiness emerged as the key
phrase driving the operations of the BDIC over the short to
medium term, as the Corporation sought to strengthen its
machinery to operate an effective deposit insurance scheme
for the protection of depositor’s funds in insured financial
institutions. Over the past few years, the environment has
remained conducive to the pursuit of this strategy and the
Corporation forged ahead, with valuable support from our
partners.

Warrick Ward

A Message from the

Chief
Executive
Officer

During the fiscal year ending December 2011, the
Corporation made progress towards enhancing its readiness in
the event of a member failure. Work in this area is continuing as
we seek to enhance the Corporation’s capacity to respond. In
the absence of any payout since it was established, the Deposit
Insurance Fund has continued to grow towards a target, which
according to international norms can be considered reasonable.
The partnership with the other safety net partners and member
institutions has also strengthened, and this has contributed to an
improved information flow between the BDIC, our constituents
and their regulator – the Central Bank of Barbados. Likewise,
the information to the public is key. The current unsettled global
environment has set the groundwork for a sustained public
education outreach campaign along with continued improvements
in the Corporation’s overall framework.
The system as a whole experienced a very active year
in terms of regulatory compliance, as there has been a greater
push towards enhanced regulations and much stricter regulatory
oversight. Overall, our fifteen policymembers returned
satisfactory financial performances albeit with lower profit
margins. Assessed against domestic and international benchmarks,
the computed prudential indicators for the system as a whole,
compared favourably, suggesting the existence continued stability
in the insured deposit-taking sector. Internally, we were able to
maintain dedicated and professional staff with the requisite skills
and competencies to take the Corporation’s programmes forward.
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Backed by guidance set out in the
International Association of Deposit Insurers
(IADI) Core Principles, the Corporation
performed an internal review aimed at
identifying and rectifying gaps which hinder the
effective discharge of its responsibilities. We
believe that a well-informed public is critical
to the maintenance of stability and confidence
in the financial system. To this end, a more
intensified public education drive was started,
and a survey aimed at identifying the public’s
knowledge base and the areas of deficiency was
commissioned. Armed with the results of this
survey and in keeping with its mandate, the
Corporation plans to embark on a sustained
public awareness exercise. At the international
level, the Corporation remained active in the
work of the International Association of Deposit
Insurers (IADI) and the Caribbean Regional
Committee. The mutual benefit accruing
from membership of the deposit insurance
community continues to be important, as the
knowledge base and professional development
within the Corporation expands through onsite observations, special research projects and
various other avenues for technical information
exchange.
Recent experience observed in the global
market has taught us that a proper programme
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of preparedness must of necessity be ongoing.
Looking ahead, we intend to build on the
progress made to date in such critical areas as:
•
•

•

•

the establishment of an adequate
Deposit Insurance Fund;
timely information flow to assess
and respond to risk exposure in the
system;
general enhancement of the
operational framework and coordination with key safety net
participants; and
further exploration of the adequacy
of coverage

Let me close by thanking the entire staff and
Board of Directors for their full support and
co-operation during the year. This support has
definitely made my job as CEO much easier.
We will continue to work together as a united
team in the building of a strong and wellprepared Corporation.

Warrick Ward
Chief Executive Officer
Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Winston LeRoy Inniss, QC
Chairman
Mr. Inniss is a Queen’s Counsel who has
practised as an Attorney-at-Law since 1978.
In 2001, he became a judge of the High Court
in Barbados and served until his retirement in
2006.

His publications include: Civics for
Barbados, Kingston Publishers Limited; Civics
for the Eastern Caribbean, Kingston Publishers
Limited, 1987; The Constitution and You.
Barbados, UWI/ USAID

Mr. Inniss was an independent member
of the Senate of Barbados from 1991 to 1995.
He has also served as a member of the Cave
Hill Campus Council of the University of the
West Indies from 1986 to 1992. He is a past
President of the Barbados Bar Association, and
has served for many years as a member of the
Judicial Council and the Community Legal
Services Commission.

Caribbean Justice Improvement Project,
1991; “Doing Business in Barbados” in “Legal
Aspects of Doing Business in Latin America,
Austria: Centre for International Legal Studies,
1993; Agency and Distributorship (Barbados)
in “Commercial Agencies & Distributorship: An
International Guide”. Prentice Hall, 1993. He
is also the author of Labour Law Selected Case
Notes

At present, he is the President of Parent
Education for Development in Barbados
(PAREDOS).
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

James Payne
Deputy Chairman

Ronald Bascombe
Director

Mr. Payne has several years of service
in Government and the Private Sector. His
professional experience in accounting, finance
and tax advisory services covered a variety of
clients as a Partner in a major international
accounting firm for over two decades. In addition
Mr. Payne is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Ontario Canada and a
Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants in the United Kingdom. Other
professional memberships include the Institute
of Chartered Accountants of Barbados, where he
has served as President and Council Member.

Mr. Bascombe is currently the Permanent
Secretary in the Ministry of Housing and Lands.
He is a career civil servant of 38 years,
and has served in various capacities in several
government ministries and departments.
Mr. Bascombe is a graduate of the University
of the West Indies, with a BSc. in Accounting,
holds a Certified Management Accountant
designation and is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Barbados.

He is also a graduate of the University
of the West Indies (UWI) and the University of
Windsor, Canada.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Marlene E. A. Bayne
Director
Mrs. Bayne is a career Central Banker,
with over twenty years experience in the Bank
Supervision Department. She served as a Senior
Examiner, then Deputy Director and currently
serves as Director, with overall responsibility for
developing and managing strategies to ensure
effective supervision and regulation of financial
institutions in the domestic and offshore sectors.

Force. She represented the Central Bank on
the Government of Barbados/CLICO Oversight
Committee.
Mrs. Bayne holds a Bachelors degree in Public
Administration and an M.B.A. (Financial
Institutions) from the Centre for Management
Development (now Cave Hill School of
Business), U.W.I.

She has served on several bank committees,
more recently serving as the Chairman of the
Financial Stability Analysis and Report Task
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Charles Herbert
Director

Cleviston Haynes
Director
Mr. Cleviston Haynes is the Deputy
Governor, Central Bank of Barbados. Previously
he served as Adviser to the Governor of the
Central Bank of Barbados and more recently
as Director, Bank Supervision Department. A
graduate of the University of the West Indies
and the University of Western Ontario, he joined
the Research Department of the Central Bank
in 1980 as an Economist. He has also served
as Technical Assistant to the Executive Director
for Canada, Ireland and the Caribbean at the
Executive Board of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) during the period 1987-1989.
He has authored a number of academic
papers in local and international publications,
including papers on monetary policy and
financial sector issues in the Barbados economy.
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Mr. Herbert graduated from University of
Edinburgh in 1978 and is a Fellow of the Institute
of Actuaries and an Associate of the Society of
Actuaries. He has worked in the field of insurance
and employee benefits in the Caribbean since 1980,
with clients in Barbados, Bermuda, Trinidad &
Tobago, the Bahamas, and the Eastern Caribbean.
Mr. Herbert specializes in employee benefit services,
risk management for local organizations, actuarial
services for the Caribbean insurance industry, and
for the Barbados offshore financial services industry,
as well as general actuarial services for government
agencies in the areas of pension, health care and
social security. He also acts as appointed actuary to
various insurance companies.
Mr. Herbert is a Principal of Eckler Ltd. He joined
the firm in 1996 to manage and develop the
Barbados office. The office has grown to a staff of
13 including 3 actuaries.
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Warrick Ward

Warrick is currently the Chief Executive Officer of the Barbados Deposit
Insurance Corporation. Prior to holding this current post, he served as the
Assistant Advisor in the Governor’s Office at the Central Bank of Barbados, and
as an Economist in the Research Department. He is intimately involved in the
implementation of key projects related to the deposit insurance scheme, and
the maintenance of the systemic stability. He has been a member of a number
of policy-making committees, including the Investment Committee, which is
responsible for the management of the Government’s foreign reserves and debt
management portfolios.
At present, Mr. Ward is a member of the Committee for Review of
Securities Legislation, and the Committee for the Review of the Rules and ByLaws of the Barbados Stock Exchange. His research interests include issues related
to financial derivatives, e-commerce, and the capital market and his academic
papers has been published in local, regional and international publications. Mr.
Ward was educated at the University of the West Indies and the University
of Southampton in the United Kingdom, where he has completed degrees in
economics and accounting, and finance.
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MACROECONOMIC
OVERVIEW
In the face of continued global
economic uncertainty, the Barbadian economy
remained relatively stable throughout 2011.
The economy registered slow growth having
expanded by approximately 0.5%. The
outturn could largely be attributed to the
weak macroeconomic environment, especially
in those key markets where tourists originate
(United Kingdom and the United States of
America), which negatively impacted the
tourism sector the lynchpin of the domestic
economy. Though the number of tourists
visiting the island had increased, the length
of stay and the average spend per visitor
declined. Consequently, in real terms, output
in the sector was estimated to have risen by
only 0.3%. In terms of growth, apart from
tourism, only the construction (4.4%) and
transport and communications (0.6%) sectors
expanded. In other important sectors, such as
the international business and financial services
sector there was no significant growth. While
the private sector was challenged to deal with
the ongoing level of market weakness, the
public sector likewise was unable to embark on
wide-ranging government-led growth stimulus,
as it was constrained by its need for fiscal
consolidation.
While the financial system, measured by
commonly-used prudential measures, remained
robust, the lingering effects of the international
recession weakened business cash flow and
reduced profitability, leading to additional
22

job losses in a range of sectors. Consequently,
the average unemployment rate in 2011 is
estimated to have climbed to 11.2%. The
sector most affected was the manufacturing
sector, and stubbornly high oil and commodity
prices continued to push inflation, which at
year end reached 9.47%.
For the year, outflows of foreign
currency reached $5.5 billion and this was
financed primarily from inflows from the
tourism, the international business and
financial services sector, exports and from
funds earmarked for capital investment. As a
result, there was minimal impact on the Central
Bank’s foreign exchange reserves, which fell
by approximately 1% by the end of December
2011. Still, the foreign reserve cover stood
at 18 weeks of imports - above the recognised
international standard of 12 weeks.
According to the Central Bank of
Barbados forecasts, growth in the Barbadian
economy throughout 2012 is anticipated to
slowly improve, but any increase in output
is likely to be dampened by the unsettled
international climate. The growth rate in
2012 is anticipated to reach approximately 1%.
Construction of tourism-related facilities and
Government’s housing initiatives are expected
to be key drivers in the short-term. The
economy remains stable, and foreign exchange
inflows are expected to cover imports and other
foreign payments, as in 2011. Consequently
the import reserve cover is expected to remain
in the range of 18 weeks of imports. However,
maintaining macroeconomic stability hinges on
strict adherence to the targets of the mediumterm fiscal strategy.
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Table 1: Key macroeconomic indicators for the periods ending December 31
Indicators

2009

2010

GDP Growth (%)

(5.3)

0.3

0.3

Inflation (%)

3.6

5.8

9.4

3-month T-Bill Rate

3.44

3.35

3.43

NIR (BDS $mil) -

1,488.1

1,437.7

2011(P)

1,426.8

BoP (Current account to GDP)(%)

(7.1)

(6.1)

(7.9)

Fiscal balance to GDP (%)Fiscal
year ending March

(5.3)

(9.1)

(5.4)

P= Provisional
Source: Central Bank of Barbados
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INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENTS
While many countries continue
to tackle the effects of the ongoing global
financial crisis, concurrently there have been
extensive efforts aimed at strengthening
the operations and effectiveness of deposit
insurance institutions and the level of
responsiveness to systemic stress. In this
regard, further developments have been
made in the refinement of the assessment
methodology related to the Core Principles for
Effective Deposit Insurance Systems – which
offers guidance to best practices in a range of
areas. Attendant to these events, there have
been attempts to expand the amount of peer
reviews by IADI member institutions with the
overriding aim not only to ensure compliance
with best practices, but also to allow for the
sharing of experiences and the provision of key
lessons to the participating entities.
Compliance with the Core Principles
takes into account the likelihood of differences
among insurers with respect to their peculiar
structural, legal and institutional features. In
addition, these assessments review the key
features of effective deposit insurance systems
which remain regardless of specific market
uniqueness. Importantly, assessments do not
focus on the deposit insurer as a single unit,
but the role it plays in maintaining systemic
stability, as well as the extent of the coordination among key players within the entire
system.
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With the most recent crisis in the
banking and financial sector there has been
a significant number of failures, and many
deposit insurers have been faced with the issue
of claims management and reimbursement.
These developments have influenced increasing
interest in the key issues and processes for
resolving debt crisis. In March 2011, a number
of deposit insurance and bank regulatory
officials attended a seminar in Washington,
DC, USA which dealt with a range of issues
related to claims management. Discussions
focused on claims and recoveries, pre-closing
activities, customer communication, paying
insured deposits, and the automated claims
process. There were also presentations from
individual countries which focused on some
of the practical experiences involving these
countries. Also, as part of the entire exercise,
there were small group discussions which
sought to examine simulated problem bank
cases, and this enabled participants to further
appreciate and discuss the challenges faced by
deposit insurers in reimbursing depositors.
It is widely acknowledged that the
legal framework plays an important role in
the ability of the financial system to recover
from market stress and for the provision of
market confidence. Market confidence in
the financial system is influenced by the
public’s perception of depositors’ ability to
have access to their deposits in the event of a
bank failure. As such, some deposit insurers
have over the past year been upgrading their
ability to promptly reimburse depositors
in the event of bank insolvency, and many
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have used the Core Principles for Effective
Deposit Insurance Systems to justify or
support legislation that strengthens individual
deposit insurance programs. The conference
“Strengthening Financial Stability – Deposit
Insurance Contributions” was held in Rome,
and as evidence of the interest in the subject
area, participants from 78 institutions
attended. The conference highlighted the longoverlooked importance of deposit insurance
in promoting and maintaining financial
stability; addressed the checks and balances
of financial stability roles; discussed new

approaches that strengthen financial stability
and the public policy objectives, along with
powers and mandates that must exist for
these approaches to be effective. In addition,
key areas such as the relationships between
decision makers and funding mechanisms that
support the financial safety-net; legislative
initiatives and institutional arrangements that
promote financial stability and cross-border
crisis cooperation were also discussed. Other
key issues dealt with by deposit insurance
issues related to financial inclusion and public
awareness.

IADI Training Programme
Deposit Insurance Assessments and Fund Management
5th to 7th April 2011 – Washington DC, USA
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STATE OF FINANCIAL SECTOR
Policyholder Environment
The Barbadian domestic and
international finance and banking subsectors are governed by separate legislative
frameworks. The Central Bank of Barbados
(Bank) regulates the domestic banking sector
which comprises seven commercial banks
and eight non-banks under the Financial
Institutions Act, Cap 324A (FIA). The
Deposit Insurance Corporation (DIC) covers
each of the commercial banks and the eight
deposit-taking non-banks. While the bank,
through consolidated supervision regulates
entities with significant branch operations
in other jurisdictions, the BDIC only insures
those deposits held in domestic branches. The
International Financial Services Act (2002)
makes legal provision for the regulator of the
international banks and other international
financial institutions. The recently established
Financial Services Commission Act regulates
credit unions, insurance companies, pension
funds, mutual funds and the securities markets.
In light of recent international
developments, the Central Bank of Barbados
has updated its approach to Basel II
Implementation. The Bank intends to first
focus on the implementation of Pillar II of the
New Accord, therefore, it seeks to embark
on the implementation of the Market Risk
Amendment (MRA) to Basel I. Pillar II
emphasises the importance of strong regulatory
oversight and industry risk management
practices. The Bank has identified several
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projects which will strengthen compliance with
Pillar II and lay the foundation for its readiness
towards full implementation of the enhanced
Basel II in the future. These projects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued implementation of Risk
Based Supervision;
Strengthening Consolidated
Supervision;
Legislative Amendments;
Enhancing Reporting Framework;
Enhancing Supervisory transparency;
and
Staff and Industry Training.

Notwithstanding the overall challenging
economic conditions, the financial sector’s
strong position has been underpinned by
sound regulations, intensified monitoring
and appropriate intervention by the Central
Bank of Barbados. The Bank has intensified
its scrutiny of credit, in line with the riskbased approach towards banking supervision.
Meanwhile, commercial banks continue to
work with their customers to return lagging
credits to the category of fully-serviced credit,
while banks maintain adequate provisions
against potential losses. The Bank closely
monitors developments and relationships with
institutions’ affiliates and regulators in other
jurisdictions, in order to better assess crossborder risks.
Banks remained highly liquid, wellcapitalised and profitable, even though
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profitability fell below pre-crisis levels. Also
as part of their surveillance of, the Central
Bank of Barbados tested the strength of the
banks’ operations through stress tests. The
results of the tests 2011 indicated that it
would require a considerable negative shock
to economic activity (estimated as a decline of
approximately 15% in real GDP) or a 80%
increase of nonperforming loans (NPLs) (with
100% provisioning against losses) for the least
well-capitalised bank capital to fall below the
minimum 8% statutory requirement.
The reason for placing significant
emphases on the commercial banks stems from
the fact that among domestically-oriented
private institutions, the dominant entities are
the commercial banks, which control about
70% of the loans market and hold assets
equivalent to 130% of GDP. The banking
system’s domestic credit to GDP ratios in
CARICOM countries range from 20% to 136%
(Figure 2), and total domestic credit to the
private sector ranges from between 14% and
113% of the total.
In reviewing other deposit-taking
entities it was noted that loan defaults at
credit unions rose, but at a slower rate than for
banks. Credit unions are membership-owned
institutions that focus on the provision of
affordable personal loans and savings products
to their members. Currently, there are 35
credit unions in the Barbados Credit Union
League, with the four largest institutions
accounting for over 85% of the industry’s
assets and membership. The ratio of credit
union to commercial bank credit continued

to increase, reaching 21% at the end of 2011,
following the rapid rise during the past decade.
Continuing uncertainty about the
prospects for a recovery in the global economy
contributed to a lower demand for loans from
banks by firms and households, and to a
significant slowdown in the growth of domestic
deposits. Although asset quality has declined,
banks have been resilient over the period of the
crisis.
Generalised Risk Indicators
The BDIC seeks to fulfill its mandate
in an increasingly complex and dynamic
environment. However, though asset quality
continued to deteriorate and the market
challenges have impacted some individual
institutions’ performances, the banking sector
is well capitalised, with most institutions
significantly exceeding the regulatory minimum
capital requirements measured as a percentage
of risk-weighted assets.
With slow domestic economic
activity, commercial banks’ assets declined
by approximately 3.6% year-on year to $10.7
billion. This follows a decline of 1.5% during
the comparable period in 2010. In contrast
the asset base of non-banks increased by 5%.
The demand for loans and advances remained
flat since 2009, falling by 1.1% over the 12
months ending December 2011, while domestic
deposits increased 1.9% over the similar period.
As a result, commercial banks continued to
hold significant amounts of liquid assets,
leading to liquid assets and excess liquidity
ratios both increasing from 9.4% at December
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Figure 1: Credit growth

Source: Central Bank of Barbados

Asset Quality
Figure 2: Comparisons of Bank Domestic Credit to GDP (%): Selected Countries

Source: IMF
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2010, to 18.6% and 13.1% respectively, one
year later. However of note the worsening loan
quality and the slowdown in deposits increased
the potential for greater pressure on banks’
liquidity.
While there remains room for the
enhancement of risk management systems
at some licensees, there was no evidence of
risk management weaknesses on a systemic
scale. The asset liability mismatch normally
associated with the banking industry implies
limited risk to bank profitability, because loan
contracts are typically written so as to permit
adjustment in interest earnings to cover any
increase in deposit interest rates.
The principal challenge faced by
banks in Barbados in 2011 was a rise in
credit defaults and weak demand for loans.

The non-performing loans (NPLs) ratio of
the commercial banks increased sharply
during 2010, largely reflecting the problems
experienced by some hotels and real estate
projects. The situation stabilized somewhat
during 2011, enabling banks to remain
adequately capitalised and to continue to hold
reserves well above the statutory requirements
and sufficient to cover the potential losses that
may arise Central Bank of Barbados statistics
indicate that eighty percent of the classified
debt in Barbados falls within the substandard
category. Under the current regulatory
framework only 10% provisioning is required
for this category, but banks’ actual reserves are
sufficient to cover 30% of their total classified
debt.
In Table 2, key Financial Soundness
Indicators (FSIs) for the commercial banking

Figure 3: Classified debt

Source: Central Bank of Barbados
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Figure 4: Excess provisions

Source: Central Bank of Barbados
system suggest that the banking sector is
well capitalised and capital adequacy reached
historic highs during 2011. Non-performing
loans reached 10% in 2011, slightly higher
than the 9.4% in 2010, largely driven by a few
substandard loans extended to the hotel sector.
Commercial banks’ total capital adequacy
at December 2011 was 19.3%, with Tier I (core
capital) reaching 18.2%. Figure 5 traces the trend
in capital adequacy and risk-weighted assets
over the past six years. Despite its fluctuations,
the banking system has been consistently above
the regulatory requirement of 8% and since
the financial crises of 2007 – 2009, the capital
position has strengthened. At December
2011, the lowest CAR reported by a commercial
bank was 16.4%. Of note, all banks operating
in Barbados are subsidiaries or branches of
30

regional or international banking groups with
strong balance sheets, substantial excess capital
adequacy and that operate in relatively stable
economies.

Market Risks
Licensees’ exposure to market risk is
limited as they do not actively participate
in trading activities in the equities or debt
instrument markets, and trading for treasury
purposes is a small part of overall activity. In
addition, exchange controls limit licensees’
holdings of foreign currency, and such holdings
are usually hedged with foreign assets and
liabilities denominated in the same currency.
Though licensees do not actively trade
domestic paper, interest rate changes create the
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Figure 5: Capital adequacy ratio and risk-weighted assets

Source: Central Bank of Barbados
potential for adverse shifts in the value of assets
classified as available for sale.
The spread between average lending and
deposit interest rates has remained relatively
stable – above 6.5% – since the start of the
recession and net interest income has generally
been constant. A review of the aggregate profits
of the commercial banks for the first nine
months of 2004 to 2011 reveals the continued
slide in commercial bank profitability since
2009. ROA moved from 1.5% in 2009, to 1.2%
and 1.0% the following years. However, the
ROE improved from 9.4% in 2009, to 11.9% in
2010, but declined to 7.6% in 2011.
Net income during 2011 fell by 20.1%,

following on from a 15.6% decline in the
comparable period one year earlier. This was
primarily the result of increased operating
expenses which completely offset a small
increase in total revenue during the period
under review.
Net interest income grew by 1.1% to reach
$432.2 million during twelve months to
December 2011. Interest income rose 1.2%
($7.8 million), mostly as a result of the increase
in interest from loans and advances at the
commercial banks. Likewise, interest expense
grew by approximately 1.4% ($2.8 million)
mostly as a result of the expanding deposit
base, as the cost of funds remained largely
unchanged.
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Table 2: Key FSIs for the Domestic Commercial Banking System
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

15.9

14.4

16.4

16.1

17.5

17.1

19.3

Loan to deposit ratio (%)

60.0

63.0

56.0

64.0

66.0

67.0

69.2

Demand deposits to total deposits (%)

38.5

36.4

36.6

34.9

36.6

35.2

32.0

9.3

7.9

9.5

9.0

10.8

11.5

18.6

Total assets (growth rate, %)

13.6

9.3

25.2

3.9

(5.4)

(1.5)

(3.6)

Loans and advances (growth rate, %)

22.0

15.5

8.1

11.9

2.7

0.6

(1.1)

5.6

4.4

2.8

3.5

7.2

10.8

10.0

25.3

31.7

52.4

60.1

43.6

37.4

32.6

16.7

14.2

18.9

14.9

13.4

13.6

6.7

Return on Equity (ROE)

9.7

14.3

13.5

11.5

9.9

11.7

7.6*

Return on Assets (ROA)

1.6

2.0

1.7

1.4

1.6

1.3

1.2*

Solvency indicator
Capital adequacy ratio (CAR)

Liquidity indicators

Liquid assets, % of total assets

Credit risk indicators

Nonperforming loans ratio (%)
Provisions to nonperforming loans (%)

Foreign exchange risk indicators
Deposits in Foreign Exchange (% of total deposits)
Profitability indicators

Source: Central Bank of Barbados
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* denotes annualised

CORPORATE OBJECTIVES
In developing the plan for the upcoming
year, the Management and Board of Directors
have refocused their commitment to the
responsibilities and mission of the BDIC.
During 2011 they have factored that the
current environment, though not unstable,
poses significant risks to the operation of the
BDIC and its policy members. To ensure that
the BDIC’s mission is met, the immediate
corporate objectives have focused primarily on
the following:
•

•

•

•

Developing and enhancing the
operational readiness and framework
of the BDIC, which also includes
improving the collaborative efforts
between the BDIC and other safety net
players, such as the Central Bank of
Barbados;
Educating depositors on the terms and
conditions of the Barbados Deposit
Insurance Scheme and generally
promoting the public’s awareness and
the BDIC’s visibility.
Maintaining the viability of the
Deposit Insurance Fund by managing
the risks associated with its operations;
and
Enhancing the capacity and
expanding its capabilities through the
development of staff competences.

PRIORITIES FOR 2012
The staff acknowledges that maintaining
public confidence in the stability of the nation’s

financial system is critical, and reaffirms that
the safety net framework plays an important
role in ensuring such stability. As a member
of this safety net, BDIC is required to keep
abreast of the issues and risks that may
affect its membership. Through collaboration
with other stakeholders staff continuously
assesses issues related to the economy, the
members’ operating environment, and relevant
international matters.
As a prerequisite in meeting its mandate it
is essential that experienced and competent
individuals are available to strengthen the
Corporation’s workforce. Therefore, the plan
to enhance the complement and skills of the
staff is reviewed on an ongoing basis such
that the staff can be viewed by the public as
knowledgeable and competent, and thus able to
engender confidence.
Over the short-term, the BDIC will continue
to focus on expanding the key aspects of
deposit insurance preparedness which includes
assessing and monitoring the risks affecting our
policymembers on a more frequent basis, as
well as expanding its intervention and failure
resolution capacity. To this end, improving
the BDIC’s infrastructure and operations
framework is vital to ensure that the BDIC is
operationally ready and has the capabilities
to promptly deal with troubled members. In
recognition of its mandate, it is also crucial
for the BDIC to quickly identify and respond
to potential risks. The BDIC through regular
collaboration with the Central Bank of
Barbados continuously monitors the economic
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and financial environment, as well as the risk
profile and financial performance of individual
members. Further, the BDIC has enhanced its
framework especially as it deals with gathering
data to sufficiently monitor its constituents.
The key focus is to developing the necessary
system and infrastructure to support the
risk assessment; the monitoring of members,
development of the framework and guidelines,
and over time, a research-based programme
which will serve to advance the BDIC’s
visibility.
Further, in contributing towards
the operation of the financial system in an
effective and cost effective manner, the BDIC
needs to be in a state of readiness to intervene
early in the resolution of a stressed member.
To this end, there have been intensified crossinstitutional deliberations aimed at developing
a road map to assess and monitor the state
of readiness sufficient to deal with affected
financial institutions. Importantly the BDIC
uses the Core Principles of Effective Deposit
Insurance as a template for its assessment,
which proposes recognized guidance criteria for
the effective coordination and cooperation with
relevant stakeholders backed by a clear strategy
for the orderly workout and communication
with the public.
With respect to the BDIC’s focus in
meeting the challenge in terms of its payout
framework, management has solicited the
assistance of both regional and international
deposit insurers. These deliberations have
highlighted that a key component towards
the enhancement of the process relates to the
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development of a database of information
specifically relating to the policymembers,
coupled with the development of a database of
competent service providers, each with a range
of services which could be readily accessed
in the event of market stress. In general,
the BDIC will seek to develop co-ordinated
policies and procedures that will succeed in
providing an orderly workout on a least-cost
basis, regardless of the tools employed whether
through the transfer of business, the use of
a bridge bank, restructuring or liquidation.
The BDIC will also seek to ensure continuous
employee training and simulation sessions to
enhance its intervention readiness. It is also
essential that the IT infrastructure at the BDIC
remain current in an evolving technological
environment and its operation is consistent
with industry best practices. The collaboration
of processes and systems is vital in creating
an integrated and secure information sharing
platform. Furthermore, in consideration
of BDIC’s business continuity management
programme over the next 2 years, management
will focus on ensuring the BDIC’s ability to
continue with its critical business functions
in the event of a disaster and will propose a
strategy to deal with such events.
Public awareness of the BDIC primarily
the proportion of coverage, limits and insured
products remains a priority in promoting
confidence in BDIC and the nation’s financial
system. In achieving these thrusts, the BDIC
will re-focus its efforts towards expanding the
relevant target audience base for optimum
information dissemination and maximum
public outreach. This will entail expanding
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effective key communication initiatives and
the use of tools such as advertising in print,
broadcast and electronic media, among others.
The BDIC will continue to disseminate
information in a direct, clear and simple
manner as well as to strengthen its brand
presence through the promotion of seminars
to the general public and specific groups,
including bankers. In relation to the public
awareness levels for the upcoming years the
BDIC aims to reach significantly higher target
exposure levels. This follows the findings of
the yearend nationwide consumer research
which highlighted the need for the BDIC to
substantially expand its visibility and reach.

Board Meetings
Section 4(i) of the Deposit Insurance
Act 2006-29, makes provision for the
establishment of a Board of Directors of the
Corporation which shall be responsible for
the policy direction of the BDIC. The Deposit
Insurance Act 2006-29 also stipulates the
minimum number of Board of Directors
meetings which must be held each fiscal year.
The Board which was appointed on April 1,
2007 met the stipulated legal requirement, and
held five (5) Board Meetings during the year
ending December 2011.
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FINANCIAL OPERATIONS – 2011 FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE REVIEW
The Barbados Deposit Insurance
Corporation (BDIC) was established on June
8, 2007 by an Act of Parliament, the Deposit
Insurance Act 2006-29. The Corporation’s
main objective is to insure against the risk
of loss of deposits up to a prescribed limit,
held by deposit-taking institutions that are
supervised and regulated by the Central Bank
of Barbados. The BDIC was fully capitalized
by the Central Bank of Barbados, but operates
as an entity with a separate and independent
Board of Directors, and remains accountable
to the Minister of Finance, and ultimately the
Parliament of Barbados.

Summary Review of the Statement of
Financial Position
Despite weaker premium collections,
the BDIC’s consolidated total assets which at
$28.3 million had increased by approximately
$5.3 million (22.5%) which was recorded at
the end of 2010. There were no new capital
investments and asset growth was attributed to
the expansion of the Deposit Insurance Fund
(DIF) investments. Given the weaker outturn
from the collection of premium income along
with the lack of yield and significant volatility
in the prices of instruments in a number of
investment grade markets, the investment
portfolio remained heavily skewed towards
investment in the Government of Barbados
(GOB) securities, which continue to provide
attractive risk to return characteristics.
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The DIF serves as a safety mechanism
in the domestic safety net, and needs to be
available for mobilization in the event of stress
within the banking sector. Consequently,
investment decisions are backed by guidelines
and the portfolio is constantly monitored to
achieve the appropriate balance between the
risks and the potential impact on the financial
performance of the BDIC. This monitoring is
undertaken in collaboration and with policy
oversight by the Investment Committee of
the Board. BDIC’s investment policy allows
for a mix of long-term investments as a means
to enhance the portfolio returns and shorterterm securities which provides immediate
liquidity cover in the event of increased stress
at a policymember. All investments currently
invested are high quality, fixed rate securities of
varying tenor, while cash in excess of projected
firm-specific operations is invested in approved
capital or money market securities. The
investments portfolio (the BDIF) at December
31, 2011 stood at $27.3 million - $5.2 million
or 23.5% higher than at the end of 2010.
There were no material changes observed in the
other assets of the BDIF given that the bulk of
the BDIC’s investments are made towards the
BDIF.

Performance Review
This following section highlights the
key performance indicators of BDIC for 2011
focusing on both the BDIC’s consolidated
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statement of operations and that of the Deposit
Insurance Fund.
The BDIC completed another positive
year of operation, after posting a modest
year-on-year surplus. The one-year return
on the BDIC’s managed portfolio was in
excess of 6%, and carried a weighted average
coupon yield of 6.1%. Given the current
low interest rate environment, the portfolio
is skewed towards high grade investments in
the longer end of the yield curve. The bulk of
the portfolio is invested in the Government of
Barbados central government and governmentguaranteed debt. As of December 31, 2011,
the BDIC’s portfolio comprised investments
that mature in less than 2 years (1.8%) and
the remainder in longer-term fixed income
securities with time-to-maturity tenors ranging
from four to nineteen years. As highlighted
in the statement of operations, the enhanced
yields towards the longer end of the yield curve

has helped push the revenue to $5.8 million,
approximately $0.2 million higher than in
2010.
There were no claims on the DIF, and
all fluctuations in the value of the fund during
2010 were due to movements in the investment
returns and the surplus from operations after
deductions for operating expenses.
Investment interest income was $1.6
million, an increase of $0.3 million or 18.8%
higher than in 2010. The expansion was
largely due to a growing investible portfolio
boosted by premium income, along with
the maintenance of the yields of acceptable
investment instruments in the domestic capital
markets. The portfolio is managed by the
BDIC in conjunction with the Central Bank of
Barbados under an investment management
agreement. The main aim of portfolio
management, as guided by the Investment

Table 3: Operating Expenses & Net Profit
For The Years 2008 - 2011
Change from 2010

For the year
ended Dec 31
BDS$ unless
otherwise
indicated

Actual 2009
$

Actual 2010
$

Actual 2011
$

Operating
Expenses

406,765

558,389

572,673

Net Profit

4,728,928

5,022,182

5,251,438

$

%

14,384

2.6

229,256

4.6
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Highlights
•

Premium income decreased $0.1
million or 2.3% in 2011 to $4.2
million, reflecting the decline in the
overall average deposits in 2010

•

Despite the continued low interest rate
environment interest yields of high
quality, liquid securities remain at
low levels - within the 3-4% area - the
DIF’s investment portfolio was still
able to maintain a weighted average
yield in excess of 6%. This was largely

as a result of DIF’s ability to reinvest
interest income, along with receipts from
matured securities and income in longdated bonds. Investment income rose by
$0.3 million.
•

There was marginal, but broad-based line
item increases in the BDIC’s expenses.
At December 31, 2011, total operating
expenses at $0.6 million, only expanded
by 2.6% when compared to the figure for
2010.

Policy, is the preservation of capital with due
regard to the maximisation of the Fund and
the appropriate liquidity management. The
portfolio is invested 100% in a mix of high
quality capital and money market securities.
At year-end, the weighted average yield on
investments was 6.1% compared with 6.4% and
6.6% for the two prior years.

premium income is entirely attributable to the
movements in average insured deposits since
the BDIC employs a fixed assessment rate,
and at present does not currently link deposit
insurance premia to the risk profiles of insured
institutions. Insurance premia in the current
year are based on the average deposits held by
insured institutions during the previous year.

In 2010 as the softness in the economy
continued to take hold, there was an increased
drawdown on the level of deposits held
within the system. This resulted in lower
reported average deposits in 2011, and
consequently, lower premium income at $4.2
million for 2011 which was approximately
$0.1 million (1.8%) lower than that of the
previous year. The fluctuations in the level of

Gross operating expenses, including salaries and
benefits, totaled $0.6 million for the year 2011,
slightly higher than in 2010. There were broadbased increases as personnel costs rose by 3.4%
(largely attributed to increased contributions to
the National Insurance Scheme), while general
and administrative expenses were up 1.4%,
primarily attributed to higher costs of utilities
and printing.
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Table 4: Barbados Deposit Insurance Fund
For The Years 2009 - 2011
For the year ended
Dec 31
BDS$ thousands
unless otherwise
indicated
Deposit Insurance
Fund
% of sector
deposits
Average sector
insurable deposits
(BDS $ millions)

Change from 2010
Actual 2009
$

Actual 2010
$

Actual 2011
$

17,047,021

22,069,203

27,320,641

0.20

0.26

0.32

8,577.0

8,350.0

8,565.8

$

%

5,251,438

23.8

215.8

2.6
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Independent Auditors’ Report
To the Directors of
Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Barbados Deposit
Insurance Corporation, which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as of
December 31, 2011, the consolidated statement of comprehensive income, consolidated
statement of changes in equity and consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended,
and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated
financial statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards. This
responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and
making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on
our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing.
Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free from material
misstatements.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’
judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments; the auditor considers
internal controls relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal controls. An
audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our audit opinion.
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Opinion
In our opinion the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
consolidated financial position of Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation as of December
31, 2011, and its consolidated financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Brian F Griffith & Co.
Chartered Accountants
March 1, 2012
Bridgetown, Barbados
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Consolidated statement of financial position as at December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)

Notes
ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investment securities

Current assets
Cash and bank balances
Receivables
Prepaid expenses

2(h) & 4
2(g) & 6

7
8

Total assets
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current liabilities
Payables and accruals
Total current liabilities
Equity
Paid up capital
Deposit Insurance Fund
Total equity
Total equity and liabilities

9

2011

2010

$

$

45,719
27,780,000
27,825,719

56,261
22,610,000
22,666,261

137,459
380,740
57
518,256

135,406
292,208
57
427,671

28,343,975

23,093,932

23,334
23,334

24,729
24,729

1,000,000
27,320,641
28,320,641

1,000,000
22,069,203
23,069,203

28,343,975

23,093,932

The accompanying notes form part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Consolidated statement of changes in equity for the year ended
December 31, 2011(Expressed in Barbados dollars)

Deposit
Insurance
Fund
$

Paid Up
Capital
$
Balance at January 1, 2010

1,000,000

17,047,021

18,047,021

0

5,022,182

5,022,182

1,000,000

22,069,203

23,069,203

0

5,251,438

5,251,438

1,000,000

27,320,641

28,320,641

Total comprehensive income 2010
Balance at December 31, 2010
Total comprehensive income 2011
Balance at December 31, 2011

The accompanying notes form part of these consolidated financial statements.
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$
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the year ended
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)

Notes
Income
Annual premiums
Interest earned
Other
Total income
Expenses
Personnel costs
General and administrative costs
Depreciation
Total expenses

10
11

Total comprehensive income for the year

2011

2010

$

$

4,176,645
1,641,401
6,065
5,824,111

4,274,201
1,305,987
383
5,580,571

313,363
246,443
12,867
572,673

303,042
243,061
12,286
558,389

5,251,438

5,022,182

The accompanying notes form part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Consolidated statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)

Notes
Cash flows from operating activities
Total income from operations
Adjustments for:
Depreciation
Interest income

2011

2010

$

$

5,251,438

5,022,182

12,867
(1,641,401)
3,622,904

12,286
(1,305,987)
3,728,481

Changes in operating assets and liabilities
Decrease in prepaid expenses
Decrease in current liabilities
Net cash from operating activities

0
(1,395)
3,621,509

183
(61,489)
3,667,175

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of investment securities
Interest received
Net cash used in investing activities

(2,325)
(5,170,000)
1,552,869
(3,619,456)

(1,180)
(4,900,000)
1,241,925
(3,659,255)

Increase in cash and cash equivalents for the year
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of the year

2,053
135,406

7,920
127,486

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

137,459

135,406

Cash and cash equivalents comprise:
Cash and bank balances

137,459

135,406

137,459

135,406

The accompanying notes form part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Independent Auditors’ Report
On
The Deposit Insurance Fund
To the Directors of
Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
In accordance with Section 15, 1(b) of the Deposit Insurance Act, 2006, we have audited the
statement of the Deposit Insurance Fund of the Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation for the
year ended December 31, 2011.
Management’s Responsibility for the Fund
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the Deposit Insurance
Fund in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards. This responsibility
includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation
and fair presentation of the fund that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates
that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Fund based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we
comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
whether the Fund is free from material misstatements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion the statement of the Deposit Insurance Fund presents fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Fund as of December 31, 2011, and its financial
performance for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards.

Brian F Griffith & Co.
Chartered Accountants
March 1, 2012
Bridgetown, Barbados
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Statement of the Deposit Insurance Fund for the year ended
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)
2011
$
Fund balance at beginning of year
Income
Annual premiums
Interest earned
Other
Total income
Expenses

22,069,203

17,047,021

4,176,645
1,641,401
6,065
27,893,314
572,673

4,274,201
1,305,987
383
22,627,592
558,389

Fund balance at end of year

27,320,641

22,069,203

The accompanying notes form part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Notes to consolidated financial statements
December 31, 2011(Expressed in Barbados dollars)

1. Incorporation and functions
The Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation is an independent statutory body established
under the Deposit Insurance Act 2006-29, which was proclaimed on June 8, 2007.
The functions of the corporation are:a) To manage the Deposit Insurance Fund and to provide through that Fund, insurance up to
the insured limit against the loss of insured deposits.
b) To levy the initial contributions and premiums in relation to the Fund in accordance with
the Act.
c) To charge any fees necessary for the administration of the Act.
d) To act as a liquidator or manager of member institutions in accordance with the Act.
e) To facilitate the reorganization or takeover of a member institution pursuant to the
Financial Institutions Act in appropriate circumstances.
f) To carry out any other function that is necessary for the management of the Fund.
2. Significant accounting policies
a) Basis of preparation
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with and
comply with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), and have been prepared
under the historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of financial assets. The
accounting records reflect the activities of the Deposit Insurance Corporation and the
resulting assets, liabilities, income and expenses of the Corporation and the related
Deposit Insurance Fund it has been established to manage.
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Notes to consolidated financial statements
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)
2. Significant accounting policies (continued)
b) Use of estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRSs requires management to
make accounting estimates and assumptions that affect the application of the Corporation’s
accounting policies. Significant areas requiring the use of management estimates relate to
the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and their impairment at the date of the
financial statements and the reported amounts of income and expenditure during the
reporting period. Although these estimates are based on management’s best knowledge of
current events and actions, actual results could differ from those estimated.
c) Premium income
Premiums are determined by the amount of insurable deposits held by member institutions,
and are calculated based on the average deposits held at the end of each of the four quarters
of the preceding calendar year. Premiums are recorded annually based on the return of
insurable deposits submitted by member institutions, which is due by January 15 of each
year. Premiums are payable in two equal installments on February 15 and July 15 each
year. Premium income is recognized on the accrual basis.
d) Receivables
Receivables are carried at original amounts less provision made for impairment of
these receivables. A provision for impairment of receivables is based upon objective
evidence that the Corporation will be unable to collect all amounts due according to the
original terms of the receivables.
e) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of highly liquid investments with original maturities of
twelve months or less and are carried in the statement of financial position at cost. For the
purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash and bank
balances.
f) Payables and accruals
Trade and other payables are stated at historical cost.
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Notes to consolidated financial statements
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)
g) Investment securities
The corporation classifies investments as held-to-maturity financial assets. Management
determines the appropriate classification of investments at the time of purchase.
Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments and fixed maturities that the Corporation’s management has positive intention
and ability to hold to maturity. Where the Corporation sells other than an insignificant
amount of held-to-maturity assets, the entire category would be compromised and
reclassified as available-for-sale.
h) Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation.
Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis at rates calculated to write off the cost of
the assets over their estimated useful lives. The rates used are as follows:Fixtures & fittings
Office equipment
Computer equipment

- 10%
- 15%
- 25%

The carrying values of the Corporation’s assets are reviewed at each statement of financial
position date or whenever events or circumstances indicate impairment in carrying value
have occurred. Should impairment be indicated, recoverable value is estimated by
management.
i) Interest earned
Interest earned is recognized in the statement of comprehensive income for all interest
bearing instruments on an accrual basis unless deemed uncollectible.
j) Financial instruments
Financial instruments are contracts that give rise to a financial asset of one entity and a
financial liability or equity instrument of another entity. Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognized on the Corporation’s statement of financial position when the Corporation becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
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December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)
2. Significant accounting policies (continued)
k) Comparative information
Where necessary, comparative figures have been reclassified to conform with the current
presentation. These changes had no effect on the previously reported comprehensive
income.
l) Risk management
The corporation might be exposed to certain risks, classified as follows:i) Insurance risks – the risks of loss associated with insuring deposits, including
costs incurred in the event of an intervention in a failed or failing institution.
ii) Credit risks – the risks arising from a failure by counter parties to honour their
obligation causing a reduction of the amount of future cash inflows from financial
assets on hand at the statement of financial position date.
iii) Financial risks – the risks associated with managing the assets and liabilities of the
Corporation, including those that appear on and off the statement of financial position.
iv) Operational risks – the risks of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal
cesses, people or systems, or from external events.
v)

Reputation risks – the risks of an event significantly affecting stakeholders’ perceived
trust and confidence in the corporation, and which could result in financial or other
loss to the corporation.

The Act establishes a Board of Directors, which shall be responsible for an appropriate
governance structure for the management of such risks.
3. Corporation taxes and Insurance Legislation
The Corporation is exempt from the payment of corporation tax, stamp duty or any
other impost and is also exempt from the provisions of the Insurance Act.
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Notes to consolidated financial statements
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)
4. Property, plant and equipment
Fixtures &
Fittings
$

Office
Equipment
$

Computer
Equipment
$

Total
2011
$

Cost
Balance at January 1, 2011
Additions
Disposals
Balance at December 31, 2011

60,819
0
0
60,819

17,088
0
0
17,088

14,563
2,325
0
16,888

92,470
2,325
0
94,795

Depreciation
Balance at January 1, 2011
Charge for year
Disposals
Balance at December 31, 2011

18,558
6,082
0
24,640

9,695
2,563
0
12,258

7,956
4,222
0
12,178

36,209
12,867
0
49,076

Net Book Value
December 31, 2011

36,179

4,830

4,710

45,719

December 31, 2010

42,261

7,393

6,607

56,261

5. Central Bank of Barbados
A current account is maintained with the Central Bank to which is charged the cost of goods
and services provided to the Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation by the bank.
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Notes to consolidated financial statements
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)
6. Investment securities
Maturity
Date
Barbados Government Debenture - 6.875%
Barbados Government Treasury Note - 6.5%
Barbados Government Debenture - 7.75%
Barbados Government Debenture - 6.125%
Barbados Government Treasury Note - 6.0%
Barbados Government Debenture - 6.25%
Barbados Government Debenture - 7.375%
Barbados Government Debenture - 6.625%
Barbados Government Debenture - 7.750%
Barbados Government Treasury Note - 4.25%
Barbados Government Treasury Note - 6.5%
Barbados Agricultural Management Co. – 6.0%
Barbados Agricultural Management Co. – 6.5%
Barbados Government Debenture - 7.125%
Barbados Government Debenture - 7.0%
Barbados Government Debenture - 6.875%
Barbados Government Treasury Note - 6.625%
Barbados Government Debenture - 7.75%

Sept. 30, 2020
Sept. 30, 2016
Dec. 31, 2020
Sept. 30, 2021
Sept. 30, 2016
Dec. 31, 2019
Dec. 31, 2027
Sept. 30, 2020
July 31, 2030
June 30, 2013
April 30, 2019
Mar. 01, 2016
Mar. 01, 2019
Feb. 28, 2026
Aug. 31, 2023
May 31, 2023
Dec. 31, 2019
Oct. 31, 2031

2011

2010

$
3,000,000
8,800,000
500,000
400,000
2,950,000
2,060,000
300,000
1,200,000
500,000
500,000
2,400,000
500,000
500,000
1,000,000
2,250,000
320,000
75,000
525,000

$
3,000,000
8,800,000
500,000
400,000
2,950,000
2,060,000
300,000
1,200,000
500,000
500,000
2,400,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27,780,000

22,610,000

7. Cash and bank balances
2011
$
Central Bank of Barbados:
Operating account
Premium account
Cash on hand
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2010
$

137,302
21
136

134,184
675
547

137,459

135,406

Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Notes to consolidated financial statements
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)
8. Receivables
2011
$
Interest receivable

380,740

2010
$
292,208

9. Paid up capital
Under Section 13, (1) of the Deposit Insurance Act, 2006, the capital of the corporation shall
be a sum of not less than $1,000,000 which shall be subscribed by the Central Bank.
10. Personnel costs

Administrative fees – pension and health
Directors’ fees
Entertainment allowance
Group life and health
National insurance
Pension scheme
Salaries and wages
Staff training
Telephone allowance
Travelling and car maintenance

2011
$
2,552
52,800
0
8,015
12,676
16,965
218,555
300
1,500
0
313,363

2010
$
638
49,800
10,476
4,846
11,825
13,300
198,383
1,798
1,500
10,476
303,042
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Barbados Deposit Insurance Corporation
Notes to consolidated financial statements
December 31, 2011
(Expressed in Barbados dollars)

11. General and administrative costs

Advertising
Bank charges
Computer supplies
Conferences/official visits
Donations
Entertainment
Equipment rental
Insurance
Internet, web development
Investment fees
Miscellaneous
Newspapers and magazines
Office rental
Office supplies
Postage and courier
Printing and stationery
Professional fees
Public relations
Repairs and maintenance
Subscriptions
Telephone and fax
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2011
$
2,928
66
215
51,317
1,850
3,157
942
1,288
656
0
1,425
45
105,856
3,366
371
10,214
16,920
10,510
414
26,421
8,482

2010
$
4,516
89
178
32,015
3,000
2,825
0
1,273
8,438
20,000
589
44
103,791
3,084
372
14,774
14,100
0
7,091
19,832
7,050

246,443

243,061

Notes
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